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WE INVEST IN THE TRANSITION FROM OIL GAS TO GREEN



OUR THREE AMCS



OUR WEEKLY TAKE ON OIL



THE US OIL MARKET HAS STRONGLY OUTPERFORMED THE SXEP

The XOP had a strong performance YTD vs the Global World oil stocks. 
There is some catch up as the XOP had been the worst performing asset 
class in oil but also some Short covering exaggerated by the Reddit retail 
platform. We have invested in the shale champions such as Pioneer, EOG 
and Diamonback drilling but medium term see much more value in 
international conventional oil companies although the start of the year is 
costing us performance vs the Standard and Poors 500 oil index , not so 
much vs the MSCI Global Oil Energy. 

Our choice is clearly in Europe and South East Asia although we want 
some XOP exposure with the WTI over $60 . We are now fully invested
with a 80/90 pct exposure. The SXEP is up 6% whilst US oil is up 20% . 
The quality is in Europe from a cost/brl point of view but also from a 
renewable energy diversification strategy. However the market for 
buyers is in the US hence a temporary underperformance as we do not 
want to chase crap vs quality. 

The very harsh temperatures lately in Texas has pushed up gas prices
sometimes to $1000 per Mbtu. It has totally distorted the market from 
production to distribution and as no gas is being exported has been bad
for Energy shipping . We see this as very temporary and have made 
bargain buys. More troublesome is what is happening with Bolsonaro
and Petrobras . Although PETROBRAS is cheap , a political outcome is
always doifficult to call . We are standing still but watching the long 
bonds if yield shoot up over 7% .

A STOCK IN FOCUS GTT , 6% DIV YIELD
A disastrous communication strategy and a llooming placing by ENGIE have killed the stock. It 
is a cheap LNG stock with Amonia and Green Hydrogen diversification. Once ENGIE is out, we

think the stock doubles in next 12 months.



GREEN STOCKS : WAITING FOR GODOT ALIAS JO BIDEN 

Since a peak early January, Green stocks have been trending downwards
in a close range . The different plans ( Europe,Biden…) have been very
well discounted and it is a tale of Arrival before Travelling.  We are flat
ytd like the World Clean Energy index. 
We only see value in stocks like TOTAL, EQUINOR, OTH, AKER HORIZON… 
where the potential is still intact . We made money in Uranium, Rare 
Earths and Gold but the retracement in Solar and Hydrogen has been 
violent . The TAN index did a triple top and is now down 12% from the 
top of 121 . The ICLN , another ETF on US Green stocks is down on the 
year after being up close to 20% mid January. 

Some stocks are still absurdly valued by at least 60% ( ITM,NEL,PLUG… ) 
but some like DAQUO or JINKO SOLAR starts to be good value. We also 
hope that the Oil services rally ( 17% YTD in the USA) which has not yet
started in Europe will come soon. Our position in Norway and Dutch oil 
services with a strong exposure to Wind will them strongly benefit the 
AMC .
We think that we are now at a good entry level into our strategy . 



WTIV SHIPS : COST $300 Million Day Rates $250,000

Players: BONHEUR, OTH, SALT



OUR TAKE ON THE MARKET: OIL AND GREEN STRATEGIES
 We are playing the Green stimulus avoiding the momentum driven sub sectors

 A lot of Green stocks have insane valuation courtesy of Federal banks money printing as a Covid 19 reaction and as a 
consequence of a decade of Quantitative easing . When we explore the 2030 addressable market, most Green 
hydrogen and Solar stocks valuation are absurd 

 The emergence of new investors through retail internet platforms have pushed the phenomenon to the extreme. We want to 
benefit from the momentum but yet avoid the valuation trap. Our AI Quant LUNARIS tool helps us create Alpha

 We have identified Offshore wind , Floating Solar, Carbon Capture , Precious Metals and Oil/Gas in transition as the best 
mid term way to benefit from the Trillions of dollars which are going to be invested whilst reducing the volatility of our portfolio.

 A lot of Oil services companies have been starved from orders since 2014 and have diversified their strategies 
servicing Offshore wind farms .

 OHT has over 50% of its turnover in the Green segment , SUBSEA 7 has 40% of its order book .

 Carbon capture could lead to a second life for drilling platforms ( MAERSK DRILLING ) . This segment will benefit from the 
Green stimulus, sells at deep value metrix and has high entry barriers .

 Everybody focusses on Green hydrogen. Yet it is 3 times more expensive and represents 1% of the market today. Most 
stocks are in fantasy land .Carbon Capture seems to be a better way .

 Solar faces a big growth but 2/3 of the stocks overdiscount it : Pair trading .

 LNG is a no brainer : The market is going from a Sesonal/Cyclical one to a secular growth one

 Oil will face a tough Q1 but H2 looks promissing .



Count Tiberto Brandolini d’Adda is the Honorary Chairman of EXOR , the Agnelli family holding company. He is on the board of Giovanni Agnelli BV . He 
serves on the board of many International companies like FCA which will merge with PSA next year . His experience in the car industry will be key for us to 
apprehend the challenges of Electrical Vehicles.

Mr Martin Nagell is the First advisor to the CEO at MASDAR Clean Technology, the renewable energy arm of MUBADALA, one of the sovereign funds of Abu 
Dhabi . Martin has a wealth of knowledge in the industry as one of its main players .

Mr Richard Horlick is a Cambridge graduate . He was managing director of Fidelity International UK , President of Fidelity Management trust company US , 
Head and senior board member of SCHRODERS before creating Spencer House Capital with Lord Jacob Rothschild .

Mr Henri Cukierman is the former CEO of CPR SUEZ and managing director of Credit Agricole .He was key to raise their AUM ten folds. Henri is a graduate of 
Polytechnique and has an MBA from Harvard Business School . He has a PHD in macroeconomics for La Sorbonne and is currently President of Chambre du 
Commerce Franco Israel.

Mr David Morant is an Oxford graduate ,. After a successful career with SOROS , SAC and CQS as a hedge fund manager , he is the managing director of both 
SCORPIO TANKERS and SCORPIO BULKERS and leads the diversification of SCORPIO BULKERS into Wind Tower Installation Vessels and Renewables .

Mr Magus Halvorsen is the CEO of 2020 BULKERS , one of the major player in dry bulk shipping. Dry bulk shipping is a key element to understand the Chinese
economy as China imports a lot of Iron ore and Coal from Brazil and Australia. Through DAVID and MAGNUS, we will be able to understand the KEY CHALLENGES OF
IMO2030 and How the Shipping industry shall become Carbon Neutral.

Mr Oeystein Kalleklev has an MBA from the Norvegian Scholl of Economics . He started his career in the Oil and gas division of ACCENTURE before becoming a 
Corporate finance partner at CLARKSON PLATOU . He was CFO of FLEX and since 2018 has been the CEO of FLEX LNG, the leading LNG tanker company of the John 
Fredriksen GEVERAN group . Oeystein will help us better appreciate the strong potential of LNG in the climate revolution.

OUR COMMITTEE MEETS EVERY TWO MONTHS

ADVISORY COMMITTEE



DISCLAIMER
 This presentation is not intended to be, nor should it be construed or used as an offer to sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy, interests in a Fund. No offer or solicitation may be made prior to the delivery of a definitive private placement memorandum of a Fund (a "Memorandum") which will contain

additional information about such Fund, including disclosures relating to risk factors and conflicts of interest. Recipients of this document who intend to apply for interests in the Funds are reminded that any such application will be made solely on the basis of the information contained in the
relevant Memorandum which may be different from the information and opinions contained in this document. The information contained herein does not take into account the particular investment objectives or financial circumThis document is confidential, is intended only for the person to whom it
has been provided and under no circumstance may a copy be shown, copied, transmitted, or otherwise given to any person other than the authorized recipient without the prior written consent of Anaconda Invest S.A. (the "Investment Advisor"). Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, each
recipient of this presentation may disclose to any and all persons, without limitation of any kind, the tax treatment and tax structure of Cobra Special Situations Fund (each, a "Fund" and together, the "Funds") and (ii) any of its transactions, and all materials of any kind (including opinions or other tax
analyses) relating to such tax treatment and tax structure, it being understood that "tax treatment" and "tax structure" do not include the name or the identifying information of a Fund or a transaction. The distribution of the information contained herein in certain jurisdictions may be restricted, and,
accordingly, it is the responsibility of any prospective investor to satisfy itself as to compliance with relevant laws and regulations.

 The information contained herein is preliminary, is provided for discussion purposes only, is only a summary of key information, is not complete, and does not contain certain material information about the Funds, including important conflicts disclosures and risk factors associated with an
investment in the Funds, and is subject to change without notice.

 Unless otherwise indicated, the information contained herein is believed to be accurate as of the date on the front cover. No representation or warranty is made as to its continued accuracy after such date.
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investment in the Funds, and is subject to change without notice.

 Unless otherwise indicated, the information contained herein is believed to be accurate as of the date on the front cover. No representation or warranty is made as to its continued accuracy after such date.

 This presentation is not intended to be, nor should it be construed or used as an offer to sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy, interests in a Fund. No offer or solicitation may be made prior to the delivery of a definitive private placement memorandum of a Fund (a "Memorandum") which will contain
additional information about such Fund, including disclosures relating to risk factors and conflicts of interest. Recipients of this document who intend to apply for interests in the Funds are reminded that any such application will be made solely on the basis of the information contained in the
relevant Memorandum which may be different from the information and opinions contained in this document. The information contained herein does not take into account the particular investment objectives or financial circumstances of any specific person who may receive it and is qualified in its
entirety by the Memorandum of the applicable Fund. In the event of any discrepancies between the information contained herein and the Memorandum, the Memorandum will control. The information herein is not intended to provide, and should not be relied upon for, accounting, legal or tax advice or
investment recommendations. You should make an independent investigationof the investment described herein, including consulting your tax, legal, accounting or other advisors about the matters discussed herein.

 An investment in the Funds may not be suitable for all investors. An investment in the Funds will be suitable only for certain financially sophisticated investors who meet certain eligibilty requirements, have no need for immediate liquidity in their investment, and can bear the risk of an investment in
the Funds for an extended period of time.

 Investing in financial markets involves a substantial degree of risk. There can be no assurance that the investment objectives described herein will be achieved. Investment losses may occur, and investors could lose some or all of their investment. No guarantee or representation is made that a
Fund's investment program, including, without limitation, its investment objectives, diversification strategies, or risk monitoring goals, will be successful, and investment results may vary substantially over time. Investment losses may occur from time to time. Nothing herein is intended to imply
that the Funds' investment methodologies may be considered "conservative", "safe", "risk free" or "risk averse". Economic, market and other conditions could also cause a Fund to alter its investment objectives, guidelines, and restrictions. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE NOR A
GUARANTEE OF FUTURE RESULTS. NO ASSURANCE CAN BE MADE THAT PROFITSWILL BE ACHIEVED OR THAT SUBSTANTIAL LOSSES WILL NOT BE INCURRED.
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